The results of 2916 intensified CCD observations of double stars, made with the 26 inch refractor of the U.S. Naval Observatory, are presented. Each observation of a system represents a combination of over two thousand short-exposure images. These observations are averaged into 1584 mean relative positions and range in separation from 0. 54 to 98. 09, with a median separation of 11. 73. This is the 19th in this series of papers and covers the period 2012 January 5 through 2012 December 18. Also presented are 10 pairs that are reported for the first time, 17 pairs that appear to be lost, linear elements for 18 pairs, and orbital elements for 2 additional pairs.
INTRODUCTION
This is the 19th in a series of papers from the U.S. Naval Observatory's speckle interferometry program, presenting results of observations obtained at the USNO 26 inch telescope in Washington, DC (see, most recently, Mason et al. 2012) . Over 27,000 mean positions have now resulted from this program since its inception by Charles Worley, Geoff Douglass, and colleagues in the early 1990s (see Douglass et al. 1997) .
From 2012 January 5 through 2012 December 18, the 26 inch telescope was used on 63 of 246 (26%) scheduled nights. While most nights were lost due to weather conditions, time was also lost due to equipment upgrades, mechanical issues, and to a lack of observing personnel. With the primary camera offsite, all observations were obtained with the secondary camera, described in Mason et al. (2007) .
Most of the systems observed with this camera have separations well beyond the regime in which there is any expectation of isoplanicity, so we classify the observing technique for all of these measures as just "CCD astrometry," rather than speckle interferometry. Despite this classification, there is an expectation that the resulting measurements have smaller errors than classical long focus CCD astrometry. Each measurement is the result of many hundreds of correlations per frame, and up to several thousand frames per observation. This ensemble of observations is processed and measured using the conventional directed vector autocorrelation techniques used by the CHARA and USNO speckle teams for over 20 years.
Individual nightly totals varied substantially, from 4 to 111 objects per night (mean 43.8). The results yielded 2758 observations and 2812 resolutions. Observations of multiple star systems in a single CCD field gives the somewhat non-intuitive result where the number of resolutions exceed the number of observations. After removing marginal observations, calibration data, tests, and "questionable measures" a total of 2553 measurements remained. These "questionable measures" are not of inferior quality but represent significant differences from the last measure, often many decades ago. Before these measures are published they will need to be confirmed in a new observing season to account for any other errors such as pointing or 1 Summer intern.
other identification problems. The tabulated list of these is retained internally and forms a "high priority observing list" for subsequent observing seasons.
These 2553 measures were grouped into 1584 mean relative positions, including 11 confirmations of double stars with only one previous observation. If a pair is going through rapid motion during the calendar year we present, when possible, multiple means obtained when the pair is observable over the year.
Observing list construction and calibration procedures remain the same as those described for the "secondary" camera in Mason et al. (2007) . This method also allowed us to use double stars to evaluate the observing system accuracy and precision by observation of pairs with well characterized orbital or linear solutions. Evaluation of the ensemble of tabulated O − C values in Table 3 allows the error to be grossly characterized as ±1.
• 0 in position angle and ±1%ρ in separation. Table 1 presents coordinates and magnitude information from  CDS 2 for 10 pairs which are presented here for the first time. All were observed as closer components to known systems or pairs in the same field of view. Column 1 gives the coordinates of the primary of the pair. Column 2 is the discoverer designation (where WSI = Washington Stellar Interferometer) number. Columns 3 and 4 give the visual magnitudes of the primary and secondary, and Column 5 notes the circumstance of the discovery. The mean double star positions (T, θ , and ρ) of these systems are given in Table 2 .
RESULTS

New Pairs
CHARA 263
One of the pairs in Table 1 does not carry the WSI designation, but instead is designated CHR 263 (CHR = Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy). This anonymous binary was observed in 1982 with the Mayall reflector on Kitt Peak with the CHARA Speckle Camera (see McAlister et al. 1987) as part of an effort to observe minor planets (see Roberts et al. 1995) . It was noted as being "2 south of minor planet Virginia" and upon reduction this unpublished and unidentified pair was given the tongue-in-cheek moniker "Carolina" (i.e., south of Virginia). In 2011 the celestial location of Virginia at the time of the speckle observation was provided by James Hilton of the USNO Astronomical Applications Department and the pair was added to our observing list. This unknown pair is now confirmed 30 yr after the initial unpublished resolution. Coincidentally, MP (Minor Planet) 50 Virginia was discovered by James Ferguson at the Naval Observatory at its former location in Foggy Bottom on 1857 October 4. Table 2 presents the mean relative position of the members of 1359 systems having no published orbital or rectilinear elements. The first two columns identify the system by providing its Table 5 Notes measured from north through east, has not been corrected for precession, and is thus based on the equinox for the epoch of observation. Objects whose measures are of lower quality are indicated by colons following the position angle and separation.
Measures of Known Pairs
These lower-quality observations may be due to one or more of the following factors: close separation, large magnitude difference, one or both components being very faint, a large zenith distance, and poor seeing or transparency. They are included primarily due to either the confirming nature of the observation or the number of years since the last measured position. The sixth column indicates the number of independent measurements (i.e., observations obtained on different nights) contained in the mean, and the seventh column flags any notes. The 1359 measurements in Table 2 have a mean separation of 16. 92, and a median separation of 11. 14. The most common note indicators are either "C," indicating a confirming observation, or a number (N) indicating the number of years since the system was last measured. This is only given for systems with N 50 yr. Eleven systems are confirmed here. Since priority is given to both unconfirmed systems and to systems not observed recently, the time since last observation can be surprisingly large; for the systems in Table 2 the average time since the last observation is eight years (47 yr for those measures of reduced accuracy). Seventeen systems had not been observed in 50 yr or more and 4 had not been observed for at least a century. The maximum such time span was 108 yr for HJ 3085, last observed by Burnham (1906) . Table 2 . Columns 7 and 8 give O − C residuals (in θ and ρ) to the determination referenced in Column 9. The reference is either to a published orbit or linear calculation. Notes follow in Column 9. The objects in Table 3 tend to be more frequently observed than those in Table 2 . Here mean and median separations of 22. 12 and 20. 38 are determined, with a mean time interval since last observation of only 4.6 yr. For the subset of orbit pairs (N = 70), the mean and median separations are 4. 35 and 1. 73 and the mean time interval since the last observation of 2.7 yr. In 11 cases, of possible solutions it is not yet possible to ascertain which is the preferred determination and additional residual lines are provided.
Orbit and Linear Calculations
New Orbital Elements
New orbits are presented in Table 4 . In this table, the pairs are identified by their WDS and discoverer designations. The orbital elements follow giving the period (P in years), the semimajor axis (a in arcseconds), the inclination (i) and longitude of the node (Ω), both in degrees, the epoch of the most recent periastron passage (T o in Besselian years), the eccentricity (e) and the longitude of periastron (ω in degrees). Following this is an evaluation of the orbit. WDS18359+1659 (= STT 358) was beginning to exhibit systematic runoff from the orbit of Heintz (1995) . Using the Orbit Catalog precepts ) the new orbit is evaluated as "preliminary," but does give a reasonable mass sum estimate of 1.74 M (±2.50 M ) for an F8V and its companion. The Hipparcos parallax (30.41 ± 0.90 mas; van Leeuwen 2007) and new orbital elements imply a physical semimajor axis of 129 au. WDS14165+2007 (= STF 1825) has its first orbit determination, evaluated as "indeterminate," presented here. The pair has long been thought physical due to the similarity of their proper motions. The mass sum estimate is also reasonable here: 2.00 M ± 0.28 M for an F6V and its companion. Similarly, the Hipparcos parallax (30.65 ± 0.64 mas; van Leeuwen 2007) and new orbital elements imply a physical semimajor axis of 105 au.
For both pairs, these elements may be most appropriately characterized as "improved but still provisional." In both cases, the orbits should be sufficient to provide reasonable ephemerides for the next decade, but these elements will all require correction over the course of a complete orbit before they can be considered even approximately correct. These orbits along with their data are presented in Figure 1. 
New Linear Elements
Selecting out all observed pairs with either a 30
• change in their position angle or a 30% change in separation since the first observation cataloged in the WDS ) revealed many pairs whose motion seemed linear. Their apparent linear relative motions suggest that these pairs are either composed of physically unrelated stars or have very long orbital periods. Linear elements to these doubles are given in Table 5 , where Columns 1 and 2 give the WDS and discoverer designations and Columns 3-9 list the seven linear elements: x 0 (zero point in x, in arcseconds), a x (slope in x, in yr −1 ), y 0 (zero point in y, in arcseconds), a y (slope in y, in yr −1 ), T 0 (time of closest apparent separation, in years), ρ 0 (closest apparent separation, in arcseconds), and θ 0 (position angle at T 0 , in degrees). See Hartkopf & Mason (2011b) for a description of all terms. Table 6 gives orbital and linear ephemerides for the pairs in Tables 4 and 5 Table 7 presents 17 systems which were observed but not detected. Possible reasons for nondetection include orbital or differential proper motion making the binary too close or too wide to resolve at the epoch of observation, a larger than expected Δm, incorrect pointing of the telescope, and misprints and/or errors in the original reporting paper. It is hoped that reporting these will encourage other double star astronomers to either provide corrections to the USNO observations or to verify the lack of detection. Notes to some of these pairs, highlighting some possible reasons for non-detection, are appended to the table. In all cases, the position angle, separation and magnitudes are from the discoverer of the pair.
Double Stars Not Found
Thanks to James Hilton for his assistance with MP 50 Virginia. The continued instrument maintenance by the USNO instrument shop, Gary Wieder, Chris Kilian, and Eric Ferguson, makes the operation of a telescope of this vintage a true delight.
